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COrNTENTS. propose that the maximum effectives should
be the armed forces required by a large

2.5. CONTIrNUATIONe : OrF THE G-ENE.AL DISCUSSION. State to provide for its legitimate defence
Speeches by Tevfik Rustu Bey (Turkey), against sudden aogression

M. (Colban (Norway), M. Branco (Portugal) g s a ' g s
ai M. BeelLaerts vaii Bloklal(I (NetherladL). " Once the numbers were fixed in this way,

__________________________________ States with forces in excess of this contin-
gent would have gradually to reduce them,

25. - CQO'NT:I N UATIOP N OF TIlE ~GENERAIL vwithin a time limit to be specified, to the
DI SCUTSSITON . limit fixed. In practice, it would not appear

that the fixing of the maximum contingent
The President. - His Excellency on the basis of a, large country's require-

Dr. Tevfik Rust-u Bey, Minister for Foreign ments for its legitimnte defence would
Affairs, delegate of Turkey, will address the present any serious difficulties. 'We have
Conference. ' indeed in this (connection experience from

which w-e can Ldraw valuable conclusions."
Texikv Ru-stl 1ey (ITurkey): SMuch were the words I used at the sixth
Trancslation: "The origin of many cases of session of the Preparatory Commission for

aggression is to be fotund, generally speaking, Disarmalment.
in the inequality of existing forces and the As reogards security, I contended at the
opportunities which the maintenance of Commission's fifth session that " it would
large effectives offers for rapidly carrying be (lesirable, wAith a view to simplifying the
out attacks which are intended to secure consideraltion of this highly complicated
certain objects. The fundamental idea in the question, to draw a distinction between
system which we propose is to eradica!te absolute ideal security and that relative
the war virus from the international corn- security which is practically within our
munity by providing, as far as possible, reach at the present time.
that all States should have equal peace The ideal security for nations would
effectives. certainly be that which was of such a character

"In essence, the idea which we put forward that, whenever it was in any way threatened,
would therefore take the form of a, system the appropriate means to restore it would be
of a maximum contingent for all States automatically set in motion. In this way, for
without distinction. exaLmple, an armed conflict between two coun-

"Uniformity on these lines would be the tries would be arrested by some comnbined
ideal system of disarmament, but we arrangement, precisely in the same way as
consider it might a~t present be rendered a State prevents a contest between two of
somewhat more elastic by putting that its provinces.
contingent on a higher scale. We have " To establish such a degree of security
adopted this modified form alnld -we would in international relations would be possible
indicate for your consideration the following only if a, federation consisting of all civilised
scheme: countries were created. While it would be

"Having defined our object, we would too much to expect this advanced social and



political situation to be achieved at present, disarmament problem, because they- are
we are justified, it appears to me, in being convinced that disarmament is the surest
satisfied with a security which is necessarily and most effective means of consolidating
relative." vwvorld peace and international friendship

The policy followed by the country I[ and concord t this is the aim which has
represent has been based on these ideas' brought us together here.
which find a further confirmation here. No Conference hitherto has shouldered
Our persistent efforts to seek a good un- so heavy a moral and political responsibility
derstanding with all nations have led to to history and posterity.
tangible results. There is at present; no dispute The Turkish delegation, while defending
of any political significance whatever the thesis which it regards as the fairest and
between Turkey and any other country. most practical, will certainly not adopt an
No portion of our territory is now disputed intransigent attitude in a question of such
by another Power, while we have no terri- vital importance to mankind, but will make
torial ambitions outside our frontiers. Our every effort and explore every possibility
policy, which is inspired by the ideal of with a view to achieving concrete results
universal love, is making headway along and thus diminishing the dangers of war
the path of fraternisation with all peoples in among' the nations. It would. be a positive
general and our neighbours in particular. contribution to the disarmament problem if

I should. like to take this opportunity to the possibility of resorting to arms to settle
pay a tribute to the statesmen of the international conflicts -were substantially
countries with which we entertain especially reduced. The prospect of war demands of
friendly relations ; the conciliatory spirit the peoples a moral and m.aterial preparation
we have shown has done not a little towards that has 'to be renewed each day. Prepara-
facilitating the solution of those outstanding tions for war, even in the most thickly
questions which were a legacy of the past. populated and richest countries, will never
You may think perhaps that I am exagge- ease the minds or calm the fears of those
rating somewhat, but I would go even further who make them, for new weapons have to
and add that the cordial relations existing be forged, new expenditure incurred each
between modern Turkey and her neighbours day.
are such that the steady increase in good Assume for an instant that the politicians
feeling will in time assuredly diminish the and statesmen who are haunted by the
political importance of her frontiers. I can prospect of war were simply prevented from
,say quite frankly, without fear of being adding to the armaments required to meet
disowned by public opinion at home, that such a contingency. Would they contem-
the Turkey of Miustafa Kemal has now no plate war with such high spirits if they had
neighbour with which she cannot settle all been unable freely to prepare the weapons
questions on a basis of real and complete of war?
equality, and that she is in a position to On the other hand, if disarmament is
treat her frontiers with her neighbours achieved, disputes and claims between
as if they were purely administrative peoples, whether now or in time to come,
boundaries. will be robbed of all harmful effect, for, if

As regards disarmament, we disbanded the power of compulsion by force of arms be
last year six infantry divisions, three cavalry materially removed, the nations will natu-
divisions and numerous military organisa- rally make greater efforts to come to terms
tions. During the last five years, we have by the pacific methods worthy of civilised
reduced our military budget by £T30,000,000 man.
- that is to say, by one-third. For this reason, it is, I hold, this Confer-

The Naval Conventions wh.ich we have ence9s duty to establish principles designed
concluded with our neighbours, Greece and to bring about total disarmament; we think
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, that the ultimate aim in view may be
are known to everybody. expressed by the formula: equalisation.

Turkey's views as to the ailns of this Equalisation of forces will strengthen as
Conference are familiar to all those who nothing else can strengthen the feeling of
have followed the Preparatory Commission's mutual trust. If that is achieved, even the
work. To what I have already said at that smallest State will find the means to defend
Commission's meetings, I can add that itself against aggression by a great country,
subsequent events have in no way modified while the potential strength of the latter
our opinion. and the equalised peace effectives at its

After the eloquent and lucid speech by disposal will minimise the dangers to which
the Italian Minister for Foreign Affairs, I it is exposed.
will not further expatiate on the system The armed forces required by a country
proposed for the equalisation of armed for its effective defence should surely be
forces. I lay herewith on the table of the in proportion 'to the forces with which it
Conference the Turkish delegation's pro- may be called upon to cope. The surest
posals concerning this matter. method of reducing the defence forces of

The nations we represent here have each country is to reduce the armies of the
entrusted us with the task of solving the other countries.

_ Hence, a substantial and general reduction
I Document Conf. D. 78. of armed forces, undertaken with the object



of equalisation, is the only method of if I may use the term, be a, means of
achieving' disarmament. That is the ideal humanising war, but not of preventing it
-for which we should all work, irrespective of or of reducing armaments. They would be
the practical results we can accomplish simply an extension of the work begun long
for the'time being. ago with the creation of the Red Cross and

The acceptance of the principle of the the Red Crescent. The present Conference
equality of armed forces will bring out-the must do more.
true significance of military alliances as As regards military aviation, we consider
a, common peril to all mankindl. The that this arml should be abolished, and., a,s
nations will begin to realise that it is in the a complementairy step, civil aviation might
interest of one and all to obviate such a be brought under control or internationalised.
danger. As regards the question of disarmament

The delegatte of the United States of control, I abide by the statements I made
America was quite right when he said that in the Preparatory Commission.
the American people would point out in The British delegaate has referred to the
tanswer that the system of competitive system of military service. In my country,
armaments of alliances and cross-alliances as in many others, military service is a
which had existed for centuries in Europe duty which no citizen would care to evade.
had failed to mainta, in peace and seemed I w-ould merely point out that in these
indeed to have been provocative of war, clays, swRhen pre-militalry education is general,
the results of which are such that -victors the question of the system of military
and vanquished were victims alike. service is only a question of form and

Is it possible or reasonable to look for economy. It is therefore indispensable that
salvation in the methods which have yielded the Conference should leave each country
the negative results with which we are all free to decide which system of military
already familiar Tlo my mind, the only service is best suited to its individual con-
alliance which should be permitted is that ditions and financial position.
of all civilised nations against war. I cannot conclude without touching upon

I do not underestimate the importance another fundanmental question which is
of the French delegation's proposals. I continu'ally occupying men's minds aind
,dmit that I have not had time to study which I should like to bring to the Con-
them in detail, but I believe I see in them ference's attenltion. During the seven
a first step towalrds tmhe internationalisation yea'rs anud more that I have been at the
of armies which would lead to the abolition Turkish Ministry for Foreign Affairs, I have
of national forces, since t;he one would be oftlen observed, to my great regret, that
incompatible with the other. If that is the mlany intern:ational conferences have been
French delegation's intention, this system barren of results and that some have even
too lmay provide a meaans which will produced results contrary to those they
.inevitably lead to total disarmament. In had in view. Why is this? I cannot claiml
this evelnt, a new internatioinal body would. to be able to explain the ultimate reasons,
have to be set up. The French delegation, but, as I have the success of this Conference
moreover, refers to this point li i its scheme. at heart, I would like to say a few words

If, however, the authors of this bold plan on this subject.
have any idea in mind other than that There is one factor, Awhich we must all
which I have mentioned, I can only associate hae h observed, colmmon to all these con-
myself with the judicious criticisms offered ferences acnd commissions which have failed;
by the Commissary for Foreign Affairs of I refer to the spirit of exclusion, which has
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. been carried to an extreme. In some

All the speeches delivered here have conferences we are told: " You will only
this in common: they manifest a unani- deal with such and such a question within
mous desire for the abolition or limitation such anid such limits "; in others we are
of certain categories of arms by classifying simply forbidden to discuss certain subjects.
them as offensive or defensive arlmamentts I know that the judicious limitation and
or describing them as qualitative or quan- definition of the problems to be debated is
titative. necessary to preserve the discussions from

The Turkish delegation is animuatecl by confusion, but when these formal rules and
exactly the same desires. 'We go farther and regulations, these excessive limitations, affect
say. at once that we are prepared to sub- the very substance of the problem, the
scribe to an-y other still more radical inevitable consequence is that certain points
proposal that may be made. The effect are regaorded a-s outside the ralge of the
of rmerely restrictingo the use of certlaimn dleliberations, although they are intimately
categories of arms might prevent us fromln bound up with the main issue. I would-
achiev-ing our goal. Anmy mleasures adoptedl also mention lack of preparattion. among
on these lines would only be complete if the factors making for failure.
they were given the character of prohi- In these circumstances, any international
bitions both aga'inst, the use of such alrms conferelnce which calnnot, secure virtually
ancd against their preparatio.l and ndmanu- equivalent rights for all the par-ticipating
facture. States is bound to be sterile.

To my mind., however, such mea,;sures Like every one of us here, I earnestly
would be merely beneficent. They would, hope that this may uot apply to the present



Conference. If, on this solemn occasion, striking report by the budgetary experts,
I may be allowed to say a few words with who appear to have succeeded in overcoming
regard to the sentiments of a people which the difficulties resulting from the technical"
has in the course of its long history won.many complexities of the problem. Budgetary
notable victories and sustained the most limitation should, in our view, apply to
terrible losses, I would say that the Turfkish the whole of the national defence budget
people's keenest desire is that all nations and to the several main categories of arms,
of the world should live in brotherhood. incltuding aviation. Budgeta,ry limitation

should, however, be employed side by side
The President: M. Colban, delegate of with direct limitation -wherever that is

Norway, will address the Conference. feasible, and the latter should apply to the
personnel as well as to the material for the

IMI. Colban (Norway) : differeont, arms.

T'ranslation : The 1Norwegian delegation, We welcome -with keen satisfaction the
acting on instructions from its Government, sggeion o several delegations to prohibit
will endeavour to assist t-his first general r of a particularly o fensive character,
Disarmament Conference in achieving the including arms which constitute a special

ma~ximum positiv e as dan. ger to the civil population. Moreover,
towards the establishment of world peace the prohibition of the use of such. arms will
on a firm basi s hf. hav, e the effect of reducing the inequality

My delegation's attitude is a n.aturam. wlwhich now exists between the armaments
outcome of the policy of peace and arbi of different countries and will thus serve to
tration which Norway has long pursued eliminate from international life a dan-
and for which she has always worked here erous element of tension. Ift is not enough,
at the League. That policy is in accordance however, to prohibit the use of certain arms:
with the obligation entered into by Norway, we .must prohibit the manufacture of such
as by all the other 2Members of the League, arms in. peace time, and any act which
under Article 8 of the Cove.n'nt. constit-,ute{s preparation for their use, inclu-

We feel that the peaceful development of d.ing, of course, the training of the necessary
the world. demiands a mass reduction of personnel.
arm^ameit^s. As regards control over the execution of

T'The Naor~w~egian peoplte hope that they ^the undertakings laid down in the Disarma-
may be able to enjoy a continuation of t'ha-t ment Convention, Norway will certainly
state of peace -which they have happily :raise no difficulties. On the contrary, we
known for' over a hundred years. Our feel it eminently desirable that control
organisation for national defence is based should be instituted in as strict and effective
upon a militia and coastal defence system. a form as may le praticable, and we fully
Of late years, Norway has not even put into approve the proposal for setting up a Per-
effect the full plan of national defence manent Disarmament Commission to super-
provided for under her laws. ' Already, vise the armaments of each State and thus
trusting in the system of pacific settlemeunt p e preparations for disarmament.
of international conflicts under the terms ie important factor of these measures
of the Covena-nt a, nd of the existing treaties of control relates to the trad.e in and manu-
of arbitration, she has taken a decisive facture of arms. The secret manufacture
step towards disarmament. She is ready, of arms and implements of war involves
if necessary, to go still farther and will most serious danger. The Covenant expli-
always be prepared to abide by the con- citly recognises the necessity for control over
sequences ensuing from general interna- te pivate manufacture of arms, and the
tional disarmament. C(onference will no doubt consider also what

Article 8 of the Covenant provides that it may be iecessary to do in regard to State
the maintenance of peace requires lthe manufacture.
reduction. of national armnraments. The If lasting peace is to be ensured by the
recognition. of this fact by the Covenant is re-establishment of confidence between the
based on experience, . on history. rPIe peoplems, economic disarmament and a solu-
freedom of States to arm a's they think tion of the present financial crisis are as
fit is a, permanent danger : a State can taike imperative as military disarmament. The
advanta~ge of its temporary superioriy v N .orwegian delegation therefore devoutly
to bring about a de facto situation by force. tiust; tht the Powers on whom t;he solution
If international a, ction on peaceful lines, and of the disastrous economic and financial
more particularly League action, in this situation chiefly depends may reach an
domain is to be adequately felt, if war is llndderstainding without delay.
to be prevented, the temptation for Powers In the meantime, this Conference will
to abuse the forces at their disposal must be continue its work. I rejoiced to hear the
removed. We must limit their milita:ry, various declarations made from this platform
naval and air forces, and thus prevent cornm- bearing witness to a unanimous deter-
petition in armamenets, which, as we knowr u mination to succeed.
sooner or later inevitably leads to war. It does not seem necessary to embark at

The obvious means of putting a stop to presen.t on an e.xamination of the Prepa-
competition in armaments is to limit expen- ratory Commission's draft or of the consider-
diture on armaments, We have before us a able improvements to which it may be



open. Nor shall I refer to the proposals of our task - the reduction and limitation
already submitted by various delegations of armaments - in suggesting that it
to the Conference; my delegation reserves represents only one phase of a more
the right to express its views, if necessary9 extensive problem - the pacific settlement
at a later stage of our deliberations. May I of international disputes; I mean the
say once more that the Norwegian delega- settlement of ' international . disputes by
tion will always be prepared to collaborate essentially legal means. " Cedant arma
with the utmost goodwill in the solution of togce " let force yield to law - such is the
the many complex problems Which will supreme aspiration of the peoples.
come before the Conference, including the We desire that every international dis-
problem of further extending national secur- pute that might lead to conflict should be
ity and strengthening the international referred to impartial judges. As one of the
organs for the maintenance of peace? earliest advocates of arbitration.- as you

We shall devote particular attention to will remember, we submitted the first
problems relating to the organisation of an proposal for compulsory arbitration at the
international force for the maintenance of Hague Conference in 1907, and Portugal
peace. It seems evident that a permanent was the first country to sign the Optional
international military, naval or air organi- Clause with regard to compulsory juris-
sation will be feasible only if there is a big diction in Article 36 of the Statute of the
reduction in the armaments of the different Permanent Court - we cling firmly to our
countries. traditions. So long as international legal

May I add one word - and that a pro- institutions allow a country to refuse to
fession of faith - to proclaim my belief in submit a dispute with another country to
the happy effect that such a reduction an impartial tribunal, so long must they
would have in re-establishing confidence be regarded as countenancing the principle
between the peoples ? I do not propose for that the country concerned is entitled to
the moment to go into the question of the be its own judge; that means a breach
exact relationship between the problem of in the ramparts of justice, a breach
disarmament and that of security. Let me through which might can enter for the
simply say - and I am sure no one will oppression of right. Hence our decision
contradict me - that a general reduction in favour of compulsory arbitration. When
and limitation of armaments would be a that is accepted and applied by every
powerful factor of security, country, the organisation of moral dis-

armament will be superfluous, for by then
The President. —- il. Branco, AMinister for it will be an accomplished fact.

Foreign Affairs, delegate of Portugal, will. International isputes may or may not
address the Conferencee be settled by legal means: in the first

hypothesis, it will be necessary to enforce
M. 5Branco (Portugal) i judicial decisions, while, if the worst comes
Translation :In addressing you on behalf to the worst, right must be protected from

of the Portuguese Government, I should sleer annihilation. Hence the necessity
like to convey to the Conference, which for armaments, to maintain peace and
even before it met was hailed as an event guarantee security. Article 8 of the Covenant
of historic importance, some idea, of the lays down the conditions under which each
profound impression made on me by the country may legitimately fix the limits of
general discussion now in progress. The its armaments. That is our constitutional
world has recently become a little suspicious law, and in the last resort our Conference is
and sceptical of international gather-ings, simply the organ which the world has set
and critics have had no hesitation in up for the framing of equitable rules to
affirming that the results were out of all implement this fundamental provision of
proportion to the number of meetinugs the Covenant.
and the endless series of organisations. Let me now endeavour to give you some
Anyone present at this Conference, a gather- idea of the special position of my country
ing impressive alike by reason of the number in this vast scheme of things.
and importance of the countries represented, Never once during the eight centuries
and of the -vastness of the problems to be of her history has Portugal embarked upon
solved, will agree, however, that no historic a war of aggression. The knights, founders
discussion could have been conducted on of the State, fought for its independence
a higher plane, with greater breadth of and later in defence of its territory; the
vision, a more sincere desire to reconcile intrepid navigators who manned our caravels
conflicting views or more ingenious proposals explored the five continents to discover new
for the solution of the numberless aspects lands, found great nations and carry the
of the problem. Those able and qualified benefits of civilisation to primitive races.
statesmen who have already spoken have, Situated on the shores of the Atlantic, Por-
like' the Governments instructing them, tugal, extends its sovereignty over three of
shown themselves equal to their respon- that oceanl's archipelagoes; it owns prosper-
sibilities and to the magnitude of the task ous colonies in lands far distant from Europe,
before them; and could more be said than inhabited by n.atives of different races and
that 6. at 'varying stages of development and

I shall not be depreciating the imporatance civilisation. In the interests of her own
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security, no less than that of her neighbours parallel lines to solve the other term of the
in those distant parts, she maintains an equation, so as to reconcile the apparent
army and navy now reduced to the lowest antagonism between these points of view.
limit compatible with security and with the In any event, it appears to me that, in the
maintenance of public order in these various present state of international undertakings
territories. and having regard both to the weakness of

Our system of security is based, further, certain legal obligations and to the fact that
on age-long friendships which constitute in case of conflict any country can refuse to
so many mutual guarantees, on the lines of appear before the judicial organs of the
those regional agreements for which the peoples, the normal operation of collective
Covenant provides. assistance cannot be held to constitute an

We might have contented ourselves with effective guarantee of security. Such being
this systenm, the efficacy of which we have the case, the guarantees embodied in the
tested by the experience of several centuries. pacts of general solidarity must be reinforced
But we are signatories of the League Cove- by some system of mutual assistance. These
nant, and the call to a policy of international additional specia.l guarantees will be parti-
solidarity - the or ganisation of peace cularly necessary as long as that general
through a series of pacts aiming at the solidarity for which the pacts provide
firm establishment between nations of a remains general in theory only, and is subject
regime of justice and right - has in practice to the most dangerous lapses.
found us just as ready with our frank co- Let us now cast a rapid glance at the
operation as we had been faithful to the principles which should guide us in pursuing
old treaties, thus modernised in scope and the objects of this Conference. As Sir John
in significance: all these pacts have been Simon has well remarked, "we cannot
signed and ratified by the Portuguese expect to arrive at a mathematical corre-
Government, while as willing supporlters spondence in actual figures, for considerations
of the League nwe took part in framing the of size and geography and special needs all
Treaty of :Mutual Assistance and the _1924 introduce factors of variation; national
Protocol. We still believe a tht, i e main circumstances vary, a(n national arma-
provisions of the latter instrument could be ments may vary with them ". Several of
revived and their adoption secured, that these variable factors, to which attention
would be a decisiv-e advance towards the is so rightly drawn, might be claimed as
organisation of peace. But even though the applying to Portugal. This country, whose
1923 Treaty and the 1]924 Protocol were territory in Europe is bound by a land
destined to be stillborn, does that mean frontier of great length, and which possesses
that the League has achieved nothing on. vast colonies scattered up and down the
behalf of security, that primary condition seven seas, could claim a military and
of peace ? Such an assertion would be naval establishment proportionate to the
profoundly unjust. 'The whole of this security requirements of such extensive
series of pacts to which I have referred is territories - territories with such hetero-
i1oof, on the contrary, of painstaking and geneous populations and so differently
fruitful endeavour, with a view to the situated as regards their distance from the
effective implementingl of Articles 8, 10, home country and their ethnographical and
15 and 16 of the Covenant. The Optional social conditions. Our army is at present
Clause in Article 36, the Conventions on reduced to the minimum necessary for the
financial assistance and the means of maintenance of order and the performance
preventing war are explicit texts of prac- of our international obligations; our navy
tical as well as theoretical import designed is also reduced to the services indispensable
to give real effect to the provisions of for the maintenance of communications
Article 8 and to achieve its ends - this very betweeln the home country and the colonies;
Article 8 which has been laid before us as the our air service is still a skeleton organisation,
starting-point for the present Conference. limited since its inception -by imperative
All these texts aim at incrleasingc security budgetary considerations.
within the meaning of the first -pa.rt of We are prepared to maintain our arma-
Article 8, subject, of course, to one indispens- inents within the limits fixed by data which
able psychological factor - (ood faith on we shall present in due course to the
the pa,rt of the contracting States, which is technical commissions and which will be
absolutely necessary for any eng',agement. found to be the logical outcome of my

The League's work in regard to Article 8 preceding remarks.
is thus proceeding: security has been As a basis for our discussions, we accept
strengthened by adequmate instrluments. Our the draft Convention framed by the Prepa-
present task is to complete this process by a ratory . Commission.
convention or conWvetions for tIme reducion We approve of the limitation of arnma-
andi limitation of armaments. We find, muents by budgetary means.
then, that of the two terms of the dilemma We are prepared to accept supervision by a
- or perhaps I should say the '' opposition " Permanent Commission, as proposed in the
which has been evinced as regards precedence Preparatory Commission's draft, provided
betweemn security and disarmament - one that that organ comprises representa-tives
is well on the way towards tangible fulfil- of all the nations concerned, i.n accordance
mient. It now remains for us to proceed on with a fixed rota.



We are relieved to note that' ' all the prise, deserves well of his own country and
previous speakers have pledged their of the international community.
countries to the abolition of every form of A number of very important proposals
chemical and bacteriological warfare, I need. have been brought forward in the course
hardly say how enthusiastically we associate of this discussion, some of them deserving
ourselves with those declarations, particu- of the most careful consideration. The
larly as a special Protocol dealing with the Portuguese delegation will examine them
subject already exists, which has been with the utmost sympathy and impartiality,
signed by Portugal and several other especially as certain of their guiding prin-
countries. ciples are embodied in our own statement

As regards the. abolition of so-called of policy.
aggressive arms - heavy long-range artil- Like several of the speakers who have
lery, bombing-aircraft, etc. we are in full preceded me, I consider that the grave
sympathy with the proposals which have and complex problems now causing universal
been made, provided that they contain alarm are so interdependent that the
genuine guarantees of general application. economic crisis, reparations, inter-govern-

Several speakers have emphasised thie mental debts and social unrest have tended,
obvious interdependence between the pro- along with the problems of security and dis-
blem of armaments and the world economic armament, to form a single threatening
crisis. The enormous expenditure which cloud which looms more and more darkly
the budgets of the leading Powers have in the atmosphere of suspicion by which
to carry is undeniably one of the principal we are surrounded. In all these questions --
factors in the prevailing depression. But of fundamental importance for the establish-
until States can rely upon a general state of ment of peace - the political aspect occasion-.
security and confidence, Governments are ally overshadows the others, raising dif-
faced with the necessity of involving the ficulties of extreme gravity which we shall
peoples in this huge expenditure as an have to eliminate before these problems
insurance premium ag'ainst the possibility can be satisfactorily solved. We are firmly
of events which. would entail expenditure convinced that only through close, loyal
and every kind of suffering far exceeding and unselfish co-operation, in which each
the most gloomy forecasts. We believe member freely assumes a share in the
that, if such crushing expenditure continues common sacrifice for the greatest good
to grow, it will in the end defeat its own of the c-ommunity, will it be possible to
object as a . form of insurance and will restore confidence, without which our efforts
itself hasten the catastrophe which it was must remain sterile. Never throughout its
intended to forestall. In proposing the long history has my country refused to
limitation of armaments by budgetary means, contribute to any task likely to conduce
the Preparatory Commission felt intuitively to the welfare of humanity. As an assiduous
that it is their financial burdens that will and enthusiastic collaborator in the political,
force the peoples and their Governments economic and social activities of the League,
to solve the problem which has brought Portugal a has not hesitated to amend her
us to Geneva. laws so as to bring them into harmony

Portugal has a clear conscience as regards with the conventions signed at G-eneva.
this world depression, which ,she has done That attitude we shall maintain, subject
everything to ease and nothing to aggravate. to our right to reject any provisions that
Her armaments have undergone neither we may deem prejudicial to the legitimate
replacement nor the necessary modernisa- defence of Portugal's vital interests.
tion and have not threatened the estab- You may rest assured that we will join
lished balance of our budget. 'We have not with dilioence, good faith and sincerity
raised our tariff barriers, despite the fact that in the common effort f e or he organisation
several of our staple products hIave been of peace in ( accord ance Awitll the highest
gravely affected by increased duties aind hopes and aspirations of mainkind. The
by the quota system. The maintenance 'Portugtuese delegkation, representing as it does
of order throughout the country; the scru- a Goverinmlent whlitch h2as abundantly proved
pulous performance of our external obli- its abilit y to recon.cile ardent patriotism
gations; the stabilisation of our currency, and the iscrupulous defence of its' country's
carried out with complete success and. vital interests 'with the duties attaching
by our own unaided efforts at the height to participation in all international effort
of the world financial crisis ; the execution to establish world confidence and prosperity,
of important public works, leading to the will not waver in its task. It is gratified to
placing of orders. in countries gravely be able to in.form you, as a eoncrete pledge
affected by the depression, our first steps of its sin.cerity and goodwill, that the
in the realisation of a pla n of economic Government of the Portuguese Republic
reconstruction - all these measures have, has decided to accede to the General Act
beyond question, contributed to that work of Arbitration.
of economic revival to which all. countries
are applying themselves. In this respect, The President. - The next speaker is
the Portuguese Minister 'for Finance, Jonkheer Beelaerts van Blokland, \Minister
Dr. Oliveira Salazar, the moving spirit for Foreign Affairs, delegate of the zNethier-
behind this magnificent and extensive enter- lands.



lM. Beelaerts van Blokland (Netherlands) : the war. The millions of women signatories
Transilation' Ti Conference was oorigi-of the petitions submitted to us, which

nally called the Disarmament Conference.
Now its official title - a rather less ambi- hey, too, remember the ar
tious one -- is the Conference for the young people of to-day - the generation
Reduction. alnd Limitaltion of Armraments which was spared the horrors of war--
Mfore thaln one of previous speakers have, allowing themselves to be led away by false
however, called it by a third name, the romance; but, when they hear the war

Peace Conferce , and that name perhaps described as it really was, they are horrified
"Peace Confernce t Iad that name perhaps

best describes te Coferec s ai by the idea that such madness could everbest describes, the Conference-s aimi. We again be let loose.
have coni here rto make a joint effort to again be let loose 

strethen e guarantees Of peaceNever has the necessity of putting an
we desire t eo attain this ob oeft byeattacing end to the race for armaments been so clearly

what constitutes the nmost direct threat emphasised as to-day, and never has the

ato peace - armaments. This is a Peace conviction that we can and must do better
to pea~e~Le --- armaninent This is a Peacebeen more profound.
Confere nce, a continumationi of the two been more profound.
Conference of that name held at The ague We can do better. This has been rendered
(Conferences of thlfat name held at, The Hagueb
in 1899 arnd 1907. A third Conferenice possible by the evolution of the community
would haveC been h.eld at The ILHague if of States, whh is m ifested in e insti-
the world wa-r had not broken out. Theth:le w~or~ld~L w\\ Za~r~ had t 11017broken out. Tiie tut.ion. of: the League of .Nations. A certain

nLneau of cou ntries do not yet be longa a o thepresent Conference is called upoi to continue itmberofcountriesdoiotyetbelongtothe

rthe work of its two predecessors. Our two League, but we note with grea saifacti
aims, whilch were emphalsised by tie -ad that wbhen ever ai international task is to be

of the British deleation, in his admirable undertaken which requires the collaboration
speech Ihast _MNonday, and othlier speakers of all countries, even those which do not

- ntaniy II reduction o ebelong' to the Leagiue are always willing
amid the of ceit ime 'ns to help us to seek a common solution ofand t~he prohibition of certain weaponijs i

and methods of war -- -were contained in he problem.
the proogrtnamme submitted by the Imperial The States will not re(luce their arma-
Riussian &ox cinineimt to the States inrvit"ed iients in 1932 anyy m.ior thami theydid in

to participate in tiheConference atThe aouc 1899T Hanleus th ey are convinceft that in
'We all know that, o0n this point: the so doin-g they a re' not iniperilling their

Peace Conference failed. The great impoi- owni security. But the guarantees of such

a~nce o-f the tw-o [Laone Conferuences lies 'securityv re much greater now than they

in another direction: they served to affirm were in. - 8 99, and i.t would be a serious

once more that rih..t nalid justice mnust be mistale to ignore tlhat fact.
the foundation of peace, a. nd thie inportance Thime very exist;ene of the League, with
of that affirmation was shown, apart from its Council and Assem.bly, constitutes a
the fixing of rules of war, in th.e setting up firm ginarante of security. Tie manner

of the Permnanent, Coulort of Arbitration, in which tihe pacific sett;ilement of inter-
which was the first international arbitrmal nationatl conflicts has developed during
tribunfal of a permanent character:, and th(e lthe last twenty-five years, exceeding the

precuirsnor of ihe Permanenit Court of Inter- most anbitious hopes entertained during
inational Jui.sice As re ga, rds the, limintation tihe ilauoe Conferences, is a further guaran-
of armame-nt;s, the two Peace Conferences ( tee of security. After the illuminating
were a complete failure. Iremtrks of several of those who have pre-

Are the prlospcts a.ny more fa.vourabie ceded me on this platfornm, it is hardly
at tihe present time? ' nec.ssmary :for me to emnphasise the import-

lBetweenl 1)907 aud 1 93<2, a. Ava wa X s 1o ught acue frorm this -point; of view of the practically
which cost millions of men i their lives 'a nd una:imous acceptamnce of the compulsory
-rained the haippiness of mnillions of -women. jurisdictioin of the Permanent Court of
Thatt war resiulted in a.n economict a.nd finani- International Justice. The Paris Pact, the
cial crisis whinch destroyei ht id -ll tht hd been Convention on Financial. Assistance and the
constructed with such persevering energy Convention to improve the Means of pre-
by several generations; it was responsible venting ar—- all these undertakings
for increasing the number of unemiployed, stren.tgtuhen security. Nor must we fail
who were necessa-rily a cIharge iupon the to ment'ion. tihe bilateral treaties of arbitra-
Governmients of their countries, until unen- tion ca.d conciliation, which are constantly
ployment- has now reached such a fantastic growing in number and scope, or the General
figure that a catastrophe seems inmevmitable. Act of 1928.

"Ha.ve we learnt notihing from a1ll this '. II quite realise that, as recent events
It is often sadidf thalt tmhe generactieioin which in the IFar East have clearly shown us,

went tlnrough tihe war is beginning to dlisap- thie guaraintees are mainlyof a moral character
pear. is tlhat trtuene Is it not more correct and :are still incomplete, and the League
to sayr that tihose wi io fought in the iwar is not able in all circumstances to prevent,
have inow arrived at ain age i wheni they or even to check, thie use of armed force for
are everywhere being called iupon to occupy the settlement of disputes between States.
leadiing posts in commrce, industry, science, But these events, grave though they are,
and t;he adlministration and government must not lead us to forget the cases in which
of the Stated .No, iwe have not yet forgotten the League's intervention did succeed in



preventing hostilities or in terminating that the obligations incumbent upon Mlembers
them and in contributing to the pacific of the League in consequence of these
settlement of disputes. If we remember provisions of the Covenant hlave beet
these cases of League intervention, we can interpreted in a restrictive rather than an
feel confident that the League's authority extensive manner. We feel, however, that ;this
and moral force will become more and more tendency would be less marked if, side by
respected by large and small States alike. side with the desire to maintain or strengthen
I do not think we ought to feel any pessimism sanctions, a beginning had been made with
as to the possibility of carrying out the the reduction of armaments. Any attempt
League's mission of peace. to strengthen sanctions will be doomed to

If, instead of simply deploring the defects failure unless it is accompanied by an
which still exist in the organisation of peace, appreciable reduction of armaments. The
we fix our eyes on the progress made in this Netherlands delegation therefore welcomed
last quarter of a century, we shall find that M. Tardieu's statement that the French
international security has beyond dispute delegation, too, contemplated the simul-
been very considerably increased. Never- taneous application of both methods.
theless, as the first delegate of Italy remin- It must be realised, however, that security
ded us, this strengthening of security has based on guarantees or engagements of this
not yet shaken the baneful system of armed kind will be a very relativ-e seculrity. Its
peace. In fact, expenditure on armaments value will necessarily depelnd on the decisions
has increased. Yet it is only logical that the to be taken, when the time comes, by the
strengthening of security should have the Governments - decisions which will be not
effect of reducing armaments; and this only legal but also, :and pre-eminently,
reduction will be increased, inasmuch as it political in ch(:lacter. T'hat applies even
will in its turn increase security. Thus, the to the guarantee aff'ord.ef by at permanent
reduction of armaments and security will police force. N ot that th-at is a reason
react upon each other. Nothing is more for refusing to ascertain by whalt mean rns the
calculated to arouse and inflame mistrust guarantees contained in the Covenant may
between peoples and thereby menace be strengthened. I would. ag'ain remind you,
their security than the maintenance of howeverl, of tfhe guarantees whi1ch the
armaments at excessively high or manifestly Covenanlt al:ea'dyA c(ontainsi in this respect
unequal levels. and the obligttions which the Memubers of

If left to the free play of political events, the the League have assnlme(d for0 this purpose.
lowest point consistent with national safety We have the rightI to equire the Mlembers
referred to in Article 8 of the Covenant will to fulfil those (bltig'tionl:s anld \we may
inevitably tend to rise in every country. expect them to do so, pro'vided that the
Every increase of armaments in a country, other clauses of t;he C(ovellnant do no;t remllain
even though only for reasons of security, a dead letter. If, however l the confidence
simultaneously reduces the security - or necessary to enable tIhe general reduction of
rather the feeling of security, since security armaments to be elfe cted, as prescribed by
is primarily a psychological matter - of Artictle 8 of the 1 Co: enatn:;t, is l]ackingi, we
neighbouring countries and leads them in are muc- h ali fraid tlhat; , any attempt to
their turn to further increases of armaments. strengthen the o ea ns 0 interirtionall coercion
There is no limit to this fatal race ; it can will come to grief on the same obs:acle.
only end in economic or financial collapse The execution i in toto of Article 8 of t:he
or in the catastrophe of war. Covena\nt inmust; ailway ys formt our st-arting-

The French delegation's proposals provide point. In the Netherlands delegation's
among other things that the security of opinion, reduction \ill have to a pply both
States shall be guaranteed by the creation to armed forLes on a war footing and to
of a permanent international police force. thlose on a pelace footing;, in other words,
This idea, which was also put forward in it must a-pply to the wihole of the immedi-
1919, was suggested in my country, even ately mobilisablle armned forces of the St-ate.
before 1914, by Professor van Vollenhoven, In this connectiotn, the Netherlands dele-
of Leyden University. The principal objee- gation, Awhich is fully in agreement with the
tion to the suggestion at that time consisted first delegate of Sweden, regrets hat the
in the alleged impossibility of carrying the draft Convention drawn up by the Prepara-
idea into practice. The French proposal, tory Commission places no restriction onl
which gives concrete form to the idea of an the effectives inten(ded to reinflorce the
international police force, affords an oppor- peace effectives of land forces for the purpose
tunity for a full examination of the possibi- of placing them onl a wallr footing.
lity of carrying this idea :into effect in tlhe Article 38 provrides for the restrict ion of
present circumstances. The Netherlt:lds nlationla,l allrmanmenlts to the lowest point
delegation will give to this examination al l con:sist;ent with. tieonla.l sa:fety, anld
the attention which the French celegation's the enfolcement by coilmlonl action ol
important proposal merits, international obligations. Accordingl to the

The idea of an international force, not; second para,graph of the article, the Council,
permanent, but consisting of national con- when preparing plans for reduction, will take
tingents to be provided by the Members of into account the various factors determining'
the League for each specific case, already the amount of armaments necessary for the
exists in the Covenant. It must be admitted safety of the several States. The Netherlands
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deleg'ation. considers that the conclusion of bearings, calls for most careful examination,.
treaties of mutual assistance by a small Moreover, if the Conference could succeed!
number of States is liable to conflict with in bringing about the adoption of such. ,
the spirit of the Covenant. It is to be prohibition, it would have obtained a reali/h?
feared that this policy of military alliances important and tangible result, which would
may bear the germ of fresh conflicts. d o muchi to justify the hopes that have been

The first step towards a reduction of war placed in our proceedings.
effectives must be to reduce contingents. As regards the prohibition of excep-
but that alone is not enough; we must at tionally destructive arms, scepticism has
the same time reduce the material of land been expressed with reference to what some
armaments, and such reduction can be people are pleased to call the "humanising"
really effective only if it is brought about of war. That scepticism we feel to be
by direct means. The draft Con-vention of unjustified. Undoubtedly war will always
1930 is framed on different lines, and it was be, in alny circumstances, a terrible thing,
with a view to filling in the omission that and all our efforts must be directed towards
the Netherlands d elegation to the Prepara- making it impossible. Undoubtedly it is our
tory Commission proposed that steps should duty to turn the minds of the peoples
be taken at all events to ensure publicity in the direction of peace and to refrain from
of material for land armaments. Our anything that :might be interpreted as an ad-
suggestions' I much regret to say, were not mission that wars are inevitable. Undoubt-
adopted. edly our Conference will have failed in its

The problem of publicity can be solved, object if it prodiuces nothing but a prohi-
in my view, by the. integral application of bit ion of the use of certain means of waging
Article 8 of the Covenant, under which war.
members agree to exchang'e full and frank It would not, however, be consistent with
information as to the scale of their armna- realities or in the true interests of peace
ments and their military, naval and air to close our eyes to the, possibility of peace
programmes. The Netherlands delegation, beinll troubled despite our efforts. That
as a whole-hearted supporter of the direct we should do our utmost to restrict the
reduction of the forces of every a irm, is horrors of armned combat in such cases and
of the opinion that, until that end can be to prevent the \worst excesses is, we think,
achieved, publicity would constitute a not wholly idle. There are means of des-
va-luable means of eliminating' mistrust truction - and modern technical invention
between the peoples and thus reducing' the unialppily tends to increase their number -

causes of conflicts. We must not foroget which are of so appallingly cruel a nature
that lack of publicity, by stimulatingo the tha;t the human miind is revolted at the
propagation of false niews concerningi the very thought of their being employed.
armaments of other nations, forms a power- It. does not seem out of the question
ful bar to mmoral disarmament, 'wh.ich is to bring ai,bout the abolition of such means
in itself an essential condition of material of waging war, and to that task the Nether-
disarmaiment. . lands delegatiomn will enthusiastically devote

The N'etherlands delegoation noted with itself. It looks to this Conference - acting
regret that the principle of publicity euicouni- in the spirit of existing obligations and of
tered somewhat keen resistancec in the the )rovisions embodied in the draft Conven-
Preparatory Commission, so that it cean tion - to make a 'cateoorical statenent
only be put into practice to a very limited concerning the absolute prohibition of the
extent. M[y delegation hopes that the use of poisonous or dangerous s gases and of
Conference may lend it the support chemuical w arfare. It feels confident that
which would render possible a more satis- thie Conference vwill condemniii the use of
factory solution. destructivye weca pons directed against civil

Armanaments rednction miust .relate not population.s ; that it "will pronounce in favour
only to the quantity but also to t the quality of the total prohibition, or at least of the
of armaments. AWe must try to briing about strict limitation, of aerial bombardment,
the absolute prohibition of certain immiple- on. the lines of the propos;als put forward
mnents of war. 3More thaen one speaker on by the C(ommiittee of Jurists appointed to
this platform has already put forward revis time t rules of war, which met at The
sutggestions ii tihe matter. The Confemrence Hague in 1922 in conformity wvith the deci-
should, in my view, consider carefully what sioni of thie Washingt Con Conference. It
arms shall be not merely reduced in number trusts also that the Conference will prohibit
but absolutely prohibited. Thie arms to the iuse on the open sea of automatic
which I refer are those particularly suited contact mines, a mmeans of war which
to aggressive purposes, ev-en arms desig'ned caused thIe loss of so many mnerchantmen
primarily for defence but exceptionally aid fishing vessels an.d thie deatth of thousanmds
destructive in thleir effects. of non-combatants.

I realise that such a prohibition of Several of us came to this Conference
certain arms might have on the national with heavy hearts, swonderimng whether there
defenmces of one country an effect quite was any hIope of reconcilimng the divergent
different fromi that resulting in thie case aind often contradictory opinions expressed
of another country. The method in question, in the course of our lengthy preparatory
which has not yet been studied in all its proceedings. Those people may perhaps
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have said that we should have to reckon There has been a general mloveinmnt, tow:rd.s
with the possibility of the Conference tangible results. The work of tlhe commh s-
failing completely. Having in mind the sions we shall have to appoint to examine
economic conferences that have been held, the various proposals which have already
they have realised the inevitable reper- been submitfi ed to the Con.ferencle or mn-ay
cussions that such a failure might have on be submitted to it late-r -:and any s,-'ggest;ion1s
the mentality of the peoples and they said: that may be placed before it wrill prove
Such a catastrophe must be averted: we whether those hopes aire capt'lble of reialis-
must do our utmost, we must achieve the ation. The Netherl.a nds G-overnmenl t is
impossible, lest the hopes of all the peoples prepared to co-operate in cany colnvention
be frustrated, lest competition in armaments that will fix a term for thel: inlAevitable com-
begin again, lest the League fail in one of its petition in armlnments, in any u:dertl:aling
essential objects. They have realised too designed to prohibit; the use- o offen.si-vie
that in every country in the world the implements of war, in t:ny treatl;y h.iav-ing for
great task devolving upon us, the historic its object the protection of .noil-ombatantts
mission of this Conference, forms the sub- and in any agreemrent lwhereby it m-at;y be
ject of countless prayers rising towards possible to lighten the crushinlg burden ofl
the All Powerful, whose infinite wisdom, military expenditure. 'We offer tih is Confer-
far remroved from the conflict and confusion ence our enthusiastic support, batcked by at
of mankind, guides our destinies. determination to sncceeed.

The declarations of those who have pre-
ceded me on this platform seem to me to be (The Co.rifot -ncee r ose at( 112;55 p.m.)
so much light appearing in the darkfness,.1.




